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Abstract: - A mathematical and numerical model to predict the non-linear behaviour of concrete as multiphase 
porous material is proposed. The model can be usefully applied to several practical cases: evaluation of 
concrete performance in the high temperature range, e.g. during fire, to early stages of maturing of massive 
concrete structures, to shotcrete in tunnelling, and to durability. All the important phase changes of water and 
chemical reactions, i.e. adsorption-desorption, condensation-evaporation, and hydration-dehydration, as well as 
the related heat and mass sources or sinks are considered. Changes of the material properties caused by 
temperature and pressure changes, concrete damage or carbonation, fresh concrete hardening, as well as 
coupling between thermal, hygral and mechanical phenomena are taken into account. This model further allows 
to incorporate sorption hysteresis. Some relevant applications of the model will be shown in this work. 
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1   Introduction 
In several situations it is necessary to model concrete 
as a multiphase material, i.e. a material made up of a 
solid phase and pores which are filled with water 
(capillary and physically adsorbed), vapour and dry 
air. Typical cases deal with concrete performance in 
the high temperature range, e.g. during fire, with 
early stages of maturing of massive concrete 
structures with shotcrete in tunnelling, and with 
durability. 
We present here a general model for chemo-hygro-
thermo-mechanical analysis of concrete applicable to 
the above situations using a mechanistic approach. 
Such a kind of approach leads to governing 
equations that are usually more complicated 
formally, but their coefficients have clear physical 
meaning and often are related to classical material 
parameters, like for example porosity, intrinsic 
permeability, diffusivity of vapour in air, etc. When 
some relations between structure parameters and 
transport properties are found (e.g. effect of water 
degree of saturation on relative permeability for 
water flow), usually they are valid for a class of 
similar materials, e.g. cellular concrete, ceramic 
materials, etc. Often models of this group are 
obtained from microscopic balance equations written 

for particular constituents of the medium, which are 
then averaged in space, e.g. by means of Volume 
Averaging Technique, mixture theory or homogeni-
sation theory. Mass and energy fluxes are usually 
expressed by means of gradients of thermodynamic 
potentials causing them, e.g. temperature, capillary 
pressure, water vapour concentration etc. Phase 
changes and the related mass- and energy sources 
(sinks) are usually taken into account. Moreover, 
some additional couplings, e.g. effect of material 
damaging on intrinsic permeability or capillary and 
vapour pressures (moisture content) on skeleton 
stresses, can be considered. 
In this paper the model mentioned above is applied 
to the case of concrete at early ages and beyond and 
to the case of concrete structures under fire. 
 
 
2   Physical and mathematical model 
Moist concrete is modelled as a multi-phase material, 
which is assumed to be in thermo-dynamic 
equilibrium state locally. The voids of the skeleton 
are filled partly with liquid water and partly with a 
gas phase. The liquid phase consists of bound water, 
which is present in the whole range of moisture 
content, and capillary water, which appears when 
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water content exceeds the upper limit of the 
hygroscopic region, Sssp. The gas phase is a mixture 
of dry air and water vapour, and is assumed to be an 
ideal gas. The chosen primary variables of the model 
are: gas pressure pg, capillary pressure pc = pg - pw 
(pw denotes water pressure), temperature T, 
displacement vector of the solid matrix u, and finally 
carbon dioxide concentration ρd if carbonation 
process is considered, while the internal variables 
are: degree of cement hydration Γhydr, when 
hydration or dehydration phenomena are analysed, 
degree of carbonation Γcarb, when carbonation is 
taken into account and mechanical damage d and 
thermo-chemical damage V when damaging-
deterioration processes are considered. Hence, the 
general mathematical model of chemo-hygro-
thermo-mechanical processes consists of four or five 
balance equations, depending on the problem 
analysed. They are completed by an appropriate set 
of constitutive and state equations, and some 
thermodynamic relationships. Considering that in 
this work we do not take into account the case of 
concrete subjected to carbonation phenomenon 
(durability mechanics) and that in the case of 
concrete structures exposed to high temperatures in 
the range below 600-700°C we can neglect the term 
related to decarbonation process, the final form of 
the set of governing equations is: 
 
- Mass balance equation of the dry air 
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- Mass balance equation of the water species 
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- Enthalpy balance equation of the multi-phase 
medium 
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- Linear momentum conservation equation of the 
multi-phase medium 

( )+ 0s s
ediv pα ρ− =σ I g  (4) 

where the effective stresses s
eσ  is given by: 

( )0(1 ) :s
e tot thD= − − −0σ Λ ε ε ε  (5) 

where the parameter D is the total damage resulting 
from various material deterioration processes of 
different nature: mechanical, thermo-chemical, 
purely chemical. 
The term ε0 in eq. (5) is formed by two different 
contributions: chemical strains accounting for 
thermo-chemical deterioration process in case of 
elevated temperatures or chemical reactions in all the 
other cases, and creep strains accounting for mid-
long term creep in durability problems and thermal 
creep in high temperature ranges: 

0 chem creep= +ε ε ε  (6) 
The mass balance equation of carbon dioxide has to 
be added to the previous ones if carbonation 
phenomenon is analysed. Furthermore, three (or 
more) evolution equations, corresponding to the 
internal variables related to the evolution processes 
included in the model, can be added to the above 
described governing equations: 
 
- Hydration/Dehydration process evolution law 
When dehydration process is considered (tempera-
ture higher than 105°C), taking into account its 
irreversibility, one may assume that the degree of 
dehydration depends on the maximum value of 
temperature reached during heating: 

( ) ( )( )dehydr dehydr maxt T tΓ = Γ  (7) 
while, when hydration process is analyzed (below 
105°C) the hydration degree is defined in the 
following way: 

hydr
hydr

hydr

m
m

χ
χ∞ ∞

Γ = =  (8) 

where mhydr means mass of hydrated water (chemi-
cally combined), χ is the hydration extent and χ∞, 
mhydr∞ are the final values of hydration extent and 
mass of hydrated water, respectively. 
 
- Thermo-chemical damage evolution equation (high 
temperature) 
The parameter V takes into account both effects of 
concrete dehydration (chemical component) and 
material cracking (mechanical component) on 
material degradation and the Young's modulus 
decrease with increasing temperature. It is obtained 
from the experimental results, and is a function of 
the maximum temperature reached during heating 
because of the irreversible character of the material 
structural changes: 
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( ) ( )( )maxV t V T t=  (9) 
 
- Mechanical damage evolution equation 
The mechanical damage parameter d is expressed in 
terms of the equivalent strain, ε , and it is given by 
equations of the classical non-local, isotropic 
damage theory, 

( ) ( )( )d t d tε=  (10) 
Similarly to what has been stated for governing 
equations, if carbonation process is taken into 
account in the modelling of concrete behaviour, it is 
necessary to define the corresponding evolution 
equation. For a full description of the model and its 
mathematical formulation, see [1]-[5]. 
 
 
3   Numerical solution 
The governing equations of the model (1)-(5) are 
discretised in space by means of the finite element 
method, [1,6]. The unknown variables are expressed 
in terms of their nodal values as, 
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The variational or weak form of the model equations, 
was obtained in [1,5] by means of Galerkin’s method 
(weighted residuals), and can be written in the 
following concise discretised matrix form, 
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where the vectors { }, , ,T g c=x p p T u  and fi(x) and 

the non-linear matrices Cij(x), Kij(x) are defined in 
detail in [1-5]. The time discretization is accom-
plished through a fully implicit finite difference 
scheme (backward Euler), 
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where superscript i (i= g,c,t,u) denotes the state 
variable, n is the time step number and Δt the time 
step length. 

The non-linear equation set (14) is linearised and 
solved by means of a monolithic Newton-Raphson 
type iterative procedure [1-6]: 
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where k is the iteration index and 
i∂Ψ

∂x
 is Jacobian 

matrix. 
 
 
4   Application of the model to concrete 
at early ages 
From the macroscopic point of view, hydration of 
cement is a complex interactive system of competing 
chemical reactions of various kinetics and ampli-
tudes. They are associated with complex physical 
and chemical phenomena at the micro-level of 
material structure, see e.g. [7,8], resulting in 
considerable changes of macroscopic concrete 
properties. Kinetics of cement hydration (hydration 
rate) cannot be described properly in terms of 
equivalent age nor maturity of concrete, if the effect 
of the reaction rate on temperature (and/or relative 
humidity) depends upon the hydration degree [7], or 
chemical affinity of the reaction is affected by 
temperature variations (and/or relative humidity) [9]. 
Hence, another thermodynamically based approach 
has been used instead, similarly as proposed by Ulm 
and Coussy [10,11], see [4,5]. In this approach the 
hydration extent χ is the advancement of the 
hydration reaction and its rate is related to the 
affinity of the chemical reaction through an 
Arrhenius-type relationship, as usual for thermally 
activated chemical reactions, [4,5]: 

( )exp aEd A
dt RTχ
χ χ ⎛ ⎞= −⎜ ⎟

⎝ ⎠
 (16) 

where ( )Aχ χ  is normalized affinity (it accounts 
both for chemical non-equilibrium and for the 
nonlinear diffusion process), Ea – hydration 
activation energy, and R – universal gas constant. 
Equation (16) can be rewritten in terms of hydration 
degree, defined as in eq. (8), and relative humidity 
by means of a function βϕ (ϕ), (ϕ is the relative 
humidity), [4,5]: 

( ) ( )exphydr a
hydr

d E
A

dt RTϕβ ϕΓ

Γ ⎛ ⎞= Γ −⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 (17) 

An analytical formula for the description of the 
normalized affinity of the following form, 

( ) ( ) ( )2
1 1 exphydr hydr hydr hydr

A
A A κ η

κΓ ∞
∞

⎛ ⎞
Γ = + Γ − Γ − Γ⎜ ⎟
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 (18) 

was proposed by Cervera et al. [12] and is used in 
our model, [4,5]. The coefficients A1, A2 and η  can 
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be obtained from the temperature evolution during 
adiabatic tests. As far as creep is concerned, fresh 
concrete is modelled as a visco-elastic material by 
use of the rate (incremental) formulation of 
solidification theory [13,14]. In this theory concrete 
maturing is attributed to a growth of the volume 
fraction of load-bearing hydrated cement, which 
itself is considered as a non-aging visco-elastic 
material. Usually, the creep on these non-aging 
constituents is described by a Kelvin chain with a 
finite number N of Kelvin units. In this case the 
spectrum is discrete and its identification from test 
data is an ill-posed problem. To overcome this 
problem a continuous retardation spectrum has been 
introduced into the model. This means that a 
continuous Kelvin chain model with infinitely many 
Kelvin units and retardation times spaced infinitely 
closely, has been used [4,5,14]. 
It is important to underline that we model hygro-
mechanical interactions (i.e. capillary shrinkage 
phenomenon) using effective stresses defined as, 
[4,5]: 

,s s
e pα= +σ σ I  (19) 

where α is the Biot’s constant and ps is the solid 
pressure: 

( ) ( ) ( )1s ws w ws s ws g gs s
s ws s gsp p s J p s Jχ χ= + + − +  (20) 

where ws
sχ  is the fraction of skeleton area in contact 

with water, s
wsJ , s

gsJ  the average curvatures of the 
solid-water and solid-gas phase interfaces, respec-
tively, obtained by integrating the point curvature 
over the interface within the macro scale volume, 
and wss , gss  are interfacial tension like terms. Solid 
pressure accounts for the pressure exerted by pore 
fluids on solid skeleton. This component of the stress 
tensor causes an additional deformation of the 
skeleton (shrinkage strains), hence one can expect 
that it will contribute to creep strains, as well [4,5]. 
Indeed, some experimental studies of autogenous 
deformations of concrete at early ages, e.g. [15], 
suggest that a part of the material strains in such a 
situation (i.e. without any external load) can be 
explained only by creep deformations due to 
capillary forces. 
 
 
4.1 Numerical simulation of self-desiccation 

process 
The numerical example deals with self-heating and 
self-desiccation phenomena in sealed, cylindrical 
concrete samples made of ordinary and HPC 
concretes (60 cm long and with diameter of 4 cm), 
placed in adiabatic conditions. These specimens have 
been used for testing of autogenous relative humidity 
change and autogenous deformation, during first 30 

days of concrete maturing. The simulation results are 
compared with available experimental data 
concerning temperature changes during cement 
hydration. 
The deformation is usually measured in a middle part 
of a sample, which is unaffected by edge effects, 
hence the element performance is modeled as a 1-D 
axisymmetric problem. The mesh with 26 (26x1) 
eight-node serendipity finite elements of variable 
sizes (decreasing towards to the surface and to the 
axis) was used for space discretisation of the sample. 
Simulations were performed for two types of 
concrete: OC tested by Bentz et al. [16] and HPC 
tested by Laplante [17], which were also used by 
Cervera et al. [12] for validation of their thermo-
chemo-mechanical model of concrete at early ages. 
The composition of these two types of concrete were 
similar to those used by Baroghel-Bouny et al. [18] 
during their measurements of hygral properties, i.e. 
sorption isotherms, intrinsic and relative permeabil-
ity, thus we assumed these data in our simulations, 
[4]. Main material properties (for dry concrete after 
28-days of maturation) used in our calculations are 
summarized in Table 1. The heat and mass sources 
related to concrete maturing are expressed as a 
function of the hydration rate by means of relation 
(17), where normalized affinity was described by 
(18) with the parameters determined in [12,19], see 
Table 1. Initially, the cylinder has a temperature T0 
=293.15 K and relative humidity ϕ0=99.9% for OC, 
while ϕ0=99.0% for HPC. It is assumed that the 
hydration process started about 2-3 hours before, 
hence the sample had already a certain shape rigidity 
and initial hydration degree was equal to 0.1. The 
external surfaces of the sample are sealed and 
adiabatic. Results of our simulations concerning the 
changes of temperature, relative humidity and degree 
of hydration during initial stages of concrete 
maturing are shown in Figures 1 and 2 for OC and 
HPC. In HP concrete we observe considerably lower 
values of relative humidity at initial stages of 
maturing, that shows for HPC concrete an influence 
of relative humidity on the hydration process and the 
related autogenous changes of temperature and 
moisture content (i.e. self-heating and self-
desiccation phenomena) are of importance. The 
temperature histories for the analyzed types of 
concrete are compared to the experimental results 
from literature [16,17], showing their good 
agreement. The temperatures obtained from 
simulations for HPC for time t > 12h are visibly 
higher than the experimental ones, what is caused by 
not perfectly adiabatic conditions during the test, as 
mentioned in [19]. 
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Table 1. Characteristic properties of different types of concrete  
(in dry state, after 28 days of maturing) used in numerical simulations. 

 
Parameter Symbol Unit OC HPC 

Water/cement ratio w/c [-] 0.45 0.35 
Aggregate/cem. ratio c/a [-] 4.0 4.55 
Silica fume/cem. ratio s/a [-] 0.00 0.09 
Porosity n [%] 12.2 8.2 
Intrinsic permeability k [m2] 3⋅10-18 1⋅10-18 
Activation energy Ea/R [K] 5000 4000 
Param. A1 in eq. (13) A1 [1/s] 7.78⋅104 1.11⋅103 
Param. A2 in eq. (13) A2 [-] 0.5⋅10-5 1⋅10-4 
Param. ∞κ  in eq. (13) ∞κ  [-] 0.72 0.58 
Param. η  in eq. (13) η  [-] 5.3 6.0 (4.7) 
Thermal conductivity λ eff [W/mK] 1.5 1.78 
Young’s modulus E [GPa] 24.11 39.61 
Compressive strength fc [MPa] 26 70 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A                 B 
 

 
Fig. 1: Thin line: Ordinary concrete; solid line: High Performance Concrete: A)  Temperature history in the 
specimen (and comparison with experimental results), B)  Shrinkage strains versus Relative Humidity in HPC 
sample. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A                 B 
 
 
Fig. 2: Thin line: Ordinary concrete; solid line: High Performance Concrete: A)  Relative Humidity history, B)  
Hydration degree history 
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5   Application of the model to concrete  
structures in high temperature  
environments 
The model has been applied to the analysis of 
behaviour of concrete structures under severe 
temperatures and pressures. 
In these conditions concrete structures experience 
spalling phenomenon, which results in rapid loss of 
the surface layers of the concrete at temperature 
exceeding about 200-300°C. As a result, the core 
concrete is exposed to these temperatures, thereby 
increasing the rate of heat transmission to the core 
part of the element and in particular to the rein-
forcement, what may pose a risk for the integrity of 
concrete structure. 
It is commonly believed that the main reasons of the 
thermal spalling are: build-up of high pore pressure 
close to the heated concrete surface as a result of 
rapid evaporation of moisture, and the release of the 
stored energy due to the thermal stresses resulting 
from high values of restrained strains caused by 
temperature gradients. Nevertheless, relative 
importance of the two factors is not established yet 
and still needs further studies, both experimental and 
theoretical. 
The results of the research performed up to now 
show, that the fire performance of concrete structures 
is influenced by several factors, like initial moisture 
content of the concrete, the rate of temperature 
increase (fire intensity), porosity (density) and 
permeability of the concrete, its compressive 
strength, type of aggregate, dimensions and shape of 
a structure, its lateral reinforcement and loading 
conditions. The HSC structures are particularly 
affected by this phenomenon. In fact, HSC provides 
better structural performance, especially in terms of 
strength and durability, compared to traditional, 
normal-strength concrete (NSC). 
However, many studies, showed that the fire 
performance of HSC differs from that of NSC which 
exhibits rather good behaviour in these conditions. 
An unloaded sample of plain concrete or cement 
stone, exposed for the first time to heating, exhibits 
considerable changes of its chemical composition, 
inner structure of porosity and changes of sample 
dimensions (irreversible in part). The concrete 
strains during first heating, called load-free thermal 
strains (LFTS), [20], are usually treated as superposi-
tion of thermal and shrinkage components, and often 
are considered as almost inseparable. LFTS are 
decomposed in three main contributions, [21]: 
 
- Thermal dilatation strains, 

( )th sd T dTβ=ε  (21) 
 

- Capillary shrinkage strains, 

( )ws c ws c
sh s s

T

d dx p x dp
K
α= +ε I  (22) 

where KT is the bulk modulus of the porous medium, 
 
- Thermo-chemical strains 

( )tchem tchemd V dVβ=ε  (23) 
 

where ( ) ( )tchem
tchem

VV
V

β ∂=
∂

ε  is obtained from 

experimental tests (V is the thermo-chemical damage 
parameter). 
As far as the first contribution is concerned, the 
strains are treated in a manner usual in thermo-
mechanics, but considering the thermal expansion 
coefficient βs as a function of temperature. 
Shrinkage strains are modelled by means of the 
effective stress principle in the form derived in [1-5], 
eq. (19), which for materials with very small pores 
and well developed internal pore surface, where 
water is also present as a thin film (like for example 
in concrete), presents a coefficient ws

sx  instead of the 
classical saturation S. 
In this way, the (capillary) shrinkage represents a 
load for the skeleton of the material and the related 
strains are not computed directly in the strain 
decomposition as it is usual in the classical 
phenomenological approaches. This coefficient is a 
function of saturation S and takes into account the 
disjoining pressure which is important in the range of 
saturation in which only a thin film of water is 
adsorbed to the wall of the pores. This treatment of 
the shrinkage strains is more consistent from 
thermodynamic point of view. 
In heated concrete, above the temperature of about 
105°C, the thermal decomposition of the cement 
matrix takes place, and at higher temperatures also 
that of aggregate (depending on its type and 
composition). This is a consequence of several 
complicated, endothermic chemical reactions, called 
concrete dehydration. As their result a considerable 
shrinkage of cement matrix (called chemical 
shrinkage) and usually expansion of aggregate are 
observed. Due to these contradictory behaviour of 
the material components, cracks of various 
dimensions are developing when temperature 
increases, causing an additional change of concrete 
strains (usually expansion). These strains are 
modelled as function of thermo-chemical damage 
which takes into account the thermo-chemical 
deterioration of the material. 
Also the so called LITS, [20], has been considered in 
the computation. During first heating, mechanically 
loaded concrete exhibits greater strains as compared 
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to the load-free material at the same temperature. 
These additional deformations are referred to as load 
induced thermal strains (LITS), [20,21]. A part of 
them originates just from the elastic deformation due 
to mechanical load, and it increases during heating 
because of thermo-chemical and mechanical 
degradation of the material strength properties. The 
time dependent part of the strains during transient 
thermal processes due to temperature changes, is 
generally called thermal creep. The formulation 
employed into the model is due to Thelandersson 
[22] in its original form, here modified using a 
coefficient ( )tr Vβ  as a function of thermo-chemical 
damage V (and not constant) and the effective 
stresses instead of total stresses, coupling in this way 
the thermo-chemo-mechanical damage model and 
capillary shrinkage model with thermal creep model. 

c

( )
f ( )

tr
tr

a

V
d dV

T
β

=ε Q :σ  (24) 

in eq. (15) Q is a fourth order tensor, σ  is the 
effective (in the sense of damage mechanics) stress 
tensor and finally fc is the compressive strength of 
the material at 20°C. 
The model in this form can be successfully applied 
to several real cases, e.g. the case of fire in tunnels, 
[23]. For further details see [2-5,24-29]. 
 
 
5.1 Numerical simulation of cylindrical 

specimen exposed to high temperature 
This example deals with a comparison between 
numerical results, obtained using the model 
described in the previous sections, and experimental 
results, obtained from compressive tests carried out 
in United States in the laboratories of NIST (i.e. 
National Institute of Standard and Technology) [30-
32]. The main goal of this comparison is to show the 
capability of the code to assess spalling phenomena, 
in particular occurrence of explosive spalling in 
concrete structures subjected to elevated tempera-
tures. The specimens were cylinders with diameter of 
100 mm and height of 200 mm, have been tested 
using three test methods, representing the thermo-
mechanical loading conditions: stressed test method 
(specimens were preloaded, with a load equal to 40% 
of final compressive strength at room temperature, 
and then heated), unstressed test method (specimens 
were directly heated until the time of compressive 
test), residual property test method (the specimens 
were heated up to the target temperature and kept at 
this temperature for a certain period; then they were 
cooled and tested at room temperature, i.e. at 
residual conditions). 
Five target temperatures: 100°C, 200°C, 300°C, 
450°C and 600°C were reached during the tests by 

means of furnace heating rate of 5°C/min, in steady 
state conditions. In this case “steady state” is defined 
as the temperature state when the temperature at the 
centre of the specimen is within 10°C of the pre-
selected target temperature T and the difference 
between the surface and centre temperatures of the 
concrete specimen is less than 10°C. For further 
details concerning mix compositions and tests 
procedures (set-up, instrumentation of the speci-
mens, temperature control), see [30-32]. Our 
attention was focused on specimens made of 
concrete type 1, herein indicated as MIX1 in 
unstressed conditions with a target temperature equal 
to 450°C. In fact, for unstressed tests, explosive 
spalling occurred in all MIX1 specimens heated to 
450°C. Initial and boundary conditions used in 
numerical simulation are listed in [21]. Fig. 3A 
shows the temperature differences between the 
surface and the centre of the specimens measured 
during the tests and the corresponding numerical 
results. The accordance between numerical and 
experimental results is quite good. The first part of 
heating shows a strange behaviour with temperature 
difference between core and surface practically zero 
for more than one hour. Fig. 4B provides information 
about damaging of the specimen during heating. 
Specifically, it shows the history of total damage in 
three different points (on the surface, in the centre 
and in the middle of the radius). The evolution of 
creep strain is shown in Fig. 4A for three different 
points. Fig. 3B shows developments (in three points) 
of the gas pressure versus temperature compared to 
the water vapour pressure developments in saturated 
conditions (red line). The time range between 120 
and 150 min seems to be the critical range during 
which the material achieves a state favourable to 
spalling occurrence; the specimen experienced 
explosive spalling right in this range of time. 
Corresponding to the maximum value of ΔT, a sharp 
increase of mechanical damage parameter d (with a 
maximum value equal to 80%) may be observed. 
Similarly to the increase of mechanical damage, the 
peak of gas pressure corresponds to the maximum 
value of temperature differences ΔT. The presented 
results of numerical simulations, show that both pore 
pressure and thermally induced strains can be 
identified as responsible for the spalling occurrence, 
and that they play a primary or secondary role 
depending on the particular conditions prevailing. 
For the analysed HPC concretes, the MIX 1 
specimens, having lower value of the w/c ratio, 
spalled explosively mainly due to the high gas 
pressure value and relatively high level of thermo-
chemical deterioration. 
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Fig. 3: Cylindrical specimen exposed to high temperature: A) Temperature differences history in the specimen 
(and comparison with experimental results), B) Gas pressure versus temperature in three different points and 
saturated vapour pressure (red line). 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                 A                 B 
 
 
Fig. 4: Cylindrical specimen exposed to high temperature: A) Creep strains history according to eq. (19), B) 
Mechanical damage versus temperature in three different points. 
 
 
6   Conclusions 
A general model for the non-linear modelling of 
concrete behaviour has been presented in this work. 
All relevant mass and heat transport phenomena, 
chemical reactions, phase changes as well as their 
mechanical effects are taken into account. The 
richness of the model allows for its application to 
several practical cases such as the analysis of 
hydration and aging processes in massive concrete 
structures and the analysis of the response of 
concrete structures exposed to high temperatures. 
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